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Executive Summary

There are three phases to our proposals –

 Taking on and Managing the Pool

At present we are a Working Party which has members from the Friends of Wem Swimming Centre 
(FOWSA), the Town Council, Members of Staff from the pool, and Customers who swim at the 
pool. We would expect to see this balance maintained in the future Management Board.

We have been advised in the development of our ideas and their feasibility by Teme Leisure. We 
consider that a manager will have to be found to undertake many of the roles that Teme have 
provided and that that, with the extremely competent existing staff should allow us to take on the 
pool in 2013.

We would expect the Management Board, the Pool Manager and the staff to work closely together 
to develop the Centre.

Improving the Pool as a Fitness Centre

We have looked at what sort of pool complex is needed. Pools lose money, gyms break even and 
fitness studios make money. So we have proposed a enlargement of the facilities provided, a wrap 
around building which will provide an enlarged gym, a fitness studio, new changing rooms and 
entrance, a new environmentally conscious power supply and plant and ancillaries such as sauna.

We propose that this should be built to modern energy efficiency standards, thus lowering running 
costs. We also propose that, in collaboration with the Sports and Social Club and the Scouts we 
produce a town square outside to allow for relaxation after using the facilities.

We expect to raise the finance to do this through grants, donations, fund raising and sale of shares.

Running the Improved Fitness Centre:-
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We propose that the future vehicle to manage the Centre should be a Community Interest Society 
(sometimes known as a Community Cooperative) which would issue shares to help with 
development costs and in so doing give the people of Wem a key stake in the project.

We would expect to collaborate with educational and medical establishments to offer a coherent 
programme of fitness that can be offered to older as well as younger people. We would see this as a 
legacy project from the 2012 Olympics.

This project will give sustainability. It is the people of Wem who will own the centre through the 
Town Council.

Wem Fitness Centre Business Plan
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Chapter 1      The Wem Swimming and Fitness Centre Plan

 a) The Vision. Our vision is for a pool and fitness centre that ranges from fun and relaxation 
through teaching to the serious workout. It should be able to teach children to swim and improve 
adults. It should cater for the serious sportsperson, triathlete, cyclist, athletics, ball games to the 
older or less fit person to lose weight, maintain mobility and flexibility and improve cardiovascular 
performance. It should thus have a range of facilities and equipment.

We would want to collaborate with local schools and medical facilities and national organizations 
(for example the Amateur Swimming Association ‘Swimfit Programme’) to ensure that this can be 
delivered. 

We would want the facility to be comfortable and in association with other nearby organizations to 
offer rest and relaxation afterwards.

b) Feasibility. We have done some initial financial projections (attach spread sheet?) based on 
known returns for the pool. This gives a likely shortfall that has in the past been made up by the 
Town Council and the Unitary Council. In addition it will be necessary to employ a Manager to run 
the pool in collaboration with the existing staff and to develop the ambitious range of fitness 
programmes laid out in the vision above.

We think that the improvement project will in the longer term lead to lower running costs. We also 
expect that with an energetic and imaginative manager working with the staff, it will lead to an 
increase in pool usage. 

c) Sustainability. We propose to convert the Friends Group into a Community Benefit Society 
(Sometimes called a community cooperative). This would enable the issue of shares with the benefit 
of giving people who support the Pool a clear involvement in its future. The Pool thus becomes 
something that is genuinely owned by the Community. So long as the Local Community want the 
Pool, it will survive.

In addition we have the advantage of a staff that is of recognized quality. We would like to bring 
them closely into the management process. Through this the people who best understand the day to 
day workings of the pool will be involved. Through their contact with customers they can best 
judge developing trends and demands.

Wem Fitness Centre Business Plan
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Chapter 2.                                   The Management Strategy.

 The current Working Party will form the basis of a longer term management board (the 
Management Body). As currently structured this includes people representing the General Public, 
through the Friends of Wem Swimming Centre, two Councillors who can help with political issues, 
representation from the pool Staff as people who have the most direct contact with our customers. 
Most of the members of the Working Party also swim in the Wem Pool and so represent the 
customers.

The proposal to form a Community Benefit Society will give the general public a direct stake in the 
pool. It is not yet decided what involvement , if any, they will have other than at the Annual General 
Meeting. But we do intend to develop ‘volunteering’ as part of the management plan. 

It is intended that the management will take on a long lease from the Town Council and that the 
Pool Manager will be directly accountable to the Management Body. 

In running the centre the Manager should bring staff centrally into decisions on developing and 
running the centre. 

The Management Board should work with the manager and staff to spot new trends and 
developments to do development planning and set strategy.

Wem Fitness Centre Business Plan
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Chapter 3.     The need for a Swimming Pool in Wem. 

The facility of a swimming pool in Wem is needed for:-

a) Health ‒ aiding and improving the general health of the residents of Wem and its           
surrounding area.
b) Education – the teaching of swimming skills, particularly to young people.
c) Safety – improving individuals personal safety when near water by being able to swim 
and generally know how to handle themselves, know danger signs, etc
d) Sport – provide a resource that can be used for water sports, events, teams, and related 
training
e) Pleasure – providing an all-age community facility that adds to the quality of life in the 
area, for family recreation, water fun parties, etc
f) Medical – providing a resource that can be used by medical bodies to help people 
rehabilitate and recover from serious illnesses as well as proactively develop healthier 
lifestyles to reduce risks of these type of illness.
g) Social/Business Hub – To act as a core when providing other health/social facilities: For 
example:

beauty therapy
gymnasium
dance studio
social/refreshment area
personal fitness programmes (some of which could be under specialist trainer 
guidance)

h) Bowensfield Regeneration - To aid regeneration possibilities/plans for the 
Bowensfield site through co-operative ventures, for example: 

the Sports and Social Club
Scout and Guide Hut Management
Wem Sports and Social Association

i) Collaboration – Allows the development of joint-use activities, operation, staffing and 
possibly management, etc with other bodies and groups in the town (such as Thomas Adams 
School who already help with the running of the Town Hall)
j) Reducing Carbon Footprint – to show by example how the community can:

i) provide a local swimming facility without having to travel far
ii) take the opportunity to redesign the pool complex using more efficient 
energy sources such as solar panel, heat exchange mechanisms, etc
iii) take the opportunity to redesign the pool complex using improved and 
more energy efficient building construction that is ‘wrap around’ the pool to 
give added insulation as well as purchase new/upgraded plant and equipment

k) Employment – provides local employment and career development at a range of levels – 
Management, Life Guards, Instructors, Cleaners as well as opportunities for volunteering.
l) Tourism – is an all-weather addition to the range of facilities on offer locally
m) Future Town Needs – continued provision of a facility that has the flexibility to be 
developed as:

1. Wem population and its aspirations expand in the 21st Century.
2. New school curriculum/swimming techniques/water sports are developed
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3. New medical advances are made that need the pool for aiding recovery or 
prevention of illness. 

Solar Panels on Tennis Centre in Leominster.

Owners are a Community Cooperative who sell electricity to the centre.

Wem Fitness Centre Business Plan
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Chapter 4                   History of the Wem Pool

The Pool

The Wem pool was built by North Shropshire Council in 1972 and is one of a similar design of 
block work and an attractive boarded ceiling to a number of other pools in Shropshire. The pool is 
20m long by 7.5m  wide. The changing rooms are adequate but spartan as are the other office and 
staff facilities. There is a UPVC extension that contains a basic 10 station gym set up by Teme 
Leisure.

In 2006 the council tried to close the pool, but local opposition headed by Friends of Wem 
Swimming Centre, culminated in the pool being passed on to Wem Town Council. 

To run the pool the Town Council entered into a contract with Glynnis Sheppard, whose company is 
Swim With Style. She managed the pool with support from the Friends and the Town Council until 
she expressed the need to give the business up in 2010. At that point Teme Leisure agreed to take 
over the management.

During this period fund raising had been undertaken largely through coffee mornings organised by 
Wyllis Turner and Olwyn Chapman. Through this some money was available to upgrade the pool. 
Wyllis Turner was also instrumental in persuading Teme to get involved.

In 2010 an attempt was made to register the Friends as a Community Interest Company in case we 
had to operate a trading arm. We also recruited new people comprising Architectural, Project 
Management, Medical and Swimming expertise. The aim was to develop plans that had started to 
be formed when Glynis Sheppard was at the pool. In the event the advent of Teme caused these 
plans to be abandoned.

Teme hoped that involvement in the Wem pool would be a springboard for contracts in North 
Shropshire, but when the preferred bidder for leisure services was awarded to Serco by the County 
Council, along with a cut in funding Teme decided to withdraw from the area back to their base in S 
Shropshire. They have accordingly decided to give up management of the pool on the 1st of January 
2013.

The Friends have been discussing the refurbishment of the pool for a number of years. Heating is by 
oil and in 2009 we were given a grant to commission Marches Energy to advise on a strategy for 
energy efficiency for the Pool. (see appendix 1) This report was presented in 2010.  It needs to be 
updated and we propose to do this in line with the development proposals.

Pools lose money, gyms break even and fitness studios make money, so most centres try to bundle 
these together. We have taken architectural advice to produce a sketch plan to surround the pool 
with new building to give an expanded gym space, studio, relocated entrance and plant room, 
improved changing rooms and sauna. The plant room would be relocated and the complex updated 
to full energy efficiency. Outside it was proposed to work with the Sports and Social Club and 
Scouts to produce a town square with sitting out and refreshment facilities. The work involved was 
done by a working party comprising Friends and Councilors. With the announcement of the 
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withdrawal of Teme we were asked to look at how the pool might be future managed on a 
community basis. This is a plan towards doing just that.
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Spinning up a mountain (on the screen)
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Chapter 5       The Brainstorm - the Vision and the SWOT Analysis

One of our first meetings looked at options that we had on the pool. These were:
      
      A New Pool. This was the option to collaborate with Thomas Adams School, to build a new 25 
      meter pool as an expansion of their sports hall. Although this might be a long term objective it 
      was not thought to be feasible at this time

      Expanding the existing pool to 25 meters as part of a rebuild. Rejected on the grounds that  
      present site in inadequate for this, even if it were feasible.

     Expanding the ground area of the pool to accommodate an expanded gym and fitness     
     studio. This appears to be a feasible option which is achievable and is detailed elsewhere.

The role of the Sports and Social Club and Scout Hall. Might we collaborate? The Scouts might 
welcome an improved space outside while the ASC does have an activities hall. In addition it could 
function as an after swim bar and coffee area for the new centre as well as their other activities. 
There is an existing policy to develop town squares and this space could be greened and improved.

Within the pool there is the possibility of sauna, steam and jacuzzi or a hydro therapy pool in 
the new build. Also there should be access for people with mobility difficulties both in general and 
for entry to the pool.

Energy efficiency. We have already had a report done on energy efficiency that should be updated. 
(See Appendix 1) It partly deals with improvements in existing efficiency that can be made and 
partly with new technology. The plant has options on bio fuels, combined heat and power, or gas. 
Ground source heating is an option, a water supply borehole, photo voltaic and solar panels. A gas 
supply laid to the site would advantage other nearby buildings. In any new build energy efficiency 
should come up to modern standards.

Swim gym. This is the possibility of introducing a similar sort of support in terms of training for the 
pool that is assumed for the better gyms. It would imply that pool attendants and staff were expert 
in swim training, stroke improvement and so on. The Amateur Swimming Association have the 
Swimfit programme and this can be built on. In addition there is the GP referral system that can be 
built on for older and people with mobility and health problems who might not be able to use a 
gym.

The Vision

We see the pool as a place to have fun. Children love water, adults as well. It is a place where young 
children can see the love and security of their parents.

The pool is for safety, all children should be able to swim.

Until recently most health problems have been disease related, now it is lifestyle. Anyone no matter 
what their disability can get benefit from swimming. It can be a part of a wider fitness package.

Wem Fitness Centre Business Plan
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We would want to offer everyone if they so wish a fitness and medical assessment, advice on what 
is needed to improve fitness and well being and a related fitness programme.

We would want the general environment of the centre, both inside and outside to be attractive and a 
place to rest and relax.

We would want to collaborate with schools and the health service to help the people of Wem. 

The Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats Analysis (SWOT)

What could possibly go wrong? 

Well, we have looked at Strengths and Weaknesses and Opportunities and Threats (see appendix 6)

In summary the SWOT analysis concludes:

It is a strength that staff are good and able to get on with it. It is a sensible sized pool that is popular 
with a high demand for swimming lessons. There is support from Thomas Adams School who 
produce high quality students some of whom can be recruited to work at the pool. 

On the other hand the small size means that it is not a good venture for commercial organizations 
and there have been two failed enterprises in the last three years. The pool is old and needing 
refurbishment. There is little coaching outside swimming lessons and aquafit. There is no on site 
strategic management and staff tend to be short term on their way to better paid careers. The gym 
equipment makes best use of the space but is limited.

There are opportunities. The usage of the pool tends to be younger people learning to swim and the 
older population. Because most people work outside Wem there are limited users in the mid age 
group. But with the right equipment this group could be attracted in the evenings and at weekends. 
So there is potential demand for an expanded gym and fitness studio and for increased collaboration 
with education and health. There is the Olympic legacy for both able and paralympic sports people 
which can be built on. There is increased interest and research in physical fitness for older people. 
There is demand for and financial support for construction that comes up to the highest standards.
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But there are threats. In the foreseeable future subsidy will be needed from the Town Council, the 
present heating and filtration system might fail before there is time to renew it in the wider 
reconstruction. There might be difficulty in getting a manager of the right quality and too many of 
key staff might leave at once. It may be difficult to get medical collaboration, given the upheavals 
in the medical system. Lastly yet another commercial group may take over with attractive plans and 
fail after a couple of years.
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Chapter 6 .  The pool and buildings

Existing Plant

The condition inspection recently carried out highlights some of the problems associated with the 
building. 

The basic structure of the build is essentially sound. 

The building dates from the early 1970’s. There have been a couple of refurbishments undertaken 
and the addition of the glazed ‘conservatory’ structure which currently houses the gym equipment.

The main problem with the building is the mechanical plant much of which is original. This is, due 
to its age, liable to failure and very inefficient resulting in high running costs. 

The mechanical plant needs to be replaced over the next three years. There is an increasing 
likelihood of failure if this is not done. Until funding can be obtained to carryout the replacement 
money for the inevitable repairs to keep the plant operational will need to be found.  

Failures and unreliability will have a negative impact on the use and therefore income to the pool. 

Wem Fitness Centre Business Plan
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 The introduction to the report on the condition makes a valid point in that there is an expectation on 
the part of users that the quality of the facility is reasonable, if retention of  existing users and 
increases in the usage is to be achieved it is important that the cosmetic and maintenance issues 
highlighted are carried out. The changing rooms in particular are in need of some attention. 

As the running costs of the pool are high, improvements to the thermal efficiency of the fabric of 
the building would make a significant impact on this.

The Condition Survey can be seen in Appendix 2.

Part of the Gym

Wem Fitness Centre Business Plan
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Chapter 7     Managing the Pool and Fitness Centre

The Core Group

We have a core group of the Working Party comprised  of Ian Jamieson (Architect), Ian Thompson 
(Project Manager), Edward Towers (Town Councillor), Chris Mellings (County Councillor and 
Town Councillor), Ian Pitchford and Anna Williams (Pool duty managers), Cadi and Mike Price 
(fitness swimmers and involved with Fordhall Farm) and Malcolm Adkins, Project and Strategic 
Management and experience working with cooperatives.

This group is quite adequate at present but we are actively trying to enlarge it with people with key 
skills.

Management

The current pool staff, although young are of very high quality and more or less self actuating as 
Teme, because of distance have had very little hands on involvement and act effectively as a back 
office. For this reason we did consider if a Producer Cooperative (or Worker Cooperative) was an 
appropriate management solution. The fact that most of the staff are on short term contracts vitiated 
against this. However we intend to have staff representatives on the management committee and 
expect to involve staff closely in future decisions and development. 

Early on we had involvement with Nicky Kent who works for the Shropshire Rural Community 
Council and delivers the Growing Social Enterprise in the West Midlands project which is funded 
by ERDF. This project is managed through the Cooperative Enterprise Hub by Coventry and 
Warwick Cooperative Development Agency.

She advised that we could register as a Community Benefit Society. The structure applies to an 
organization which while not a genuine cooperative is for community benefit. It applies to an 
organization carrying out some form of business in the interests of the community at large, which 
will benefit people other than its own members, where all profits will be applied solely for the 
community. A prescribed community benefit society has an asset lock so that assets cannot be 
distributed to members but used in perpetuity for the benefit of the community. These enterprises 
are able to issue shares to the community, thus giving a greater involvement for those committed to 
the enterprise. Like any shareholders they have the right to attend the annual general meeting and 
vote. They do need to be registered with the FSA. The well known Ford hall Farm has this type of 
structure. There is funding through the Cooperative Enterprise Hub for development. An application 
has been made and accepted. From this there will be business start up advice.

Share capital so raised would be of value as match funding when fund raising for the new 
development starts.

A Manager
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It is difficult to see how the Friends could themselves manage the pool and it will be necessary to 
employ a manager with the skills to manage the day to day running as well as the ambitious 
programme of development that we have.  We have accordingly included funding within the budget 
for this. The manager will be expected to include the staff closely in new developments and 
decisions.

Collaboration

Approaches have been made to Thomas Adams school to ensure better collaboration in the future 
by comparing timetables and for staff to be involved in future developments. Similarly help with 
marketing web design etc might be arranged. 

Wem Fitness Centre Business Plan
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Proposed Management Structure
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Chapter 8     Marketing

There are a number of aspects to this, some marketing can be directed to individuals, some to 
institutions such as schools and some by development of the facilities that are offered.

It will be necessary to develop a Website and logo. It will be necessary to arrange for advertising, 
press releases and promotion of swimming lessons and the fitness programmes as we develop them.

Competition From Other Leisure/Fitness Facilities

To a degree, Leisure Centres need to view other leisure providers as partners in promoting more 
active and fulfilling lifestyles in the local population. It needs to be considered that leisure facilities 
in close proximity will be competing for the same customers and this will have a direct impact on 
financial performance, and ultimately perhaps the viability of some aspects of operation.

A brief analysis is therefore made against the following competitive threats:

Leisure Centre at Albrighton Hall. This is a private hotel based centre that is used by a number of 
people who might otherwise use the Wem centre. It has an attractive pool with associated fitness 
and spa facilities. 

Whitchurch Swimming Pool. Recently taken over by Serco. Not known what plans are for it but 
there is a possibility that Tesco will expand and pay for a new pool. . This is a 25 metre pool built at 
the same time and to similar specification as Wem.  The pool does have a small Masters Group, 
Aquafit and other offerings.

Thomas Adams Gym. This is a gym that jointly provides for the school and public access. 
However uncertainty over opening times is a problem.

Fitness Unit on Wem Business Park. Newly opened.

Shrewsbury - the Quarry Pools. The  Quarry has three pools ranging from 33m to 20m. They are 
well developed with a range of activities. Recently they have 
been taken over by Serco. 
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Chapter 9          Finance

The current level of funding allows for the deficit guarantee. The employment of a manager would 
require an increase in funding from the Council. Eventually with the development of the pool and 
with more usage it is hoped that the need for council funding would be reduced.

A number of cash flow cash options up to 2018 based on Teme's 2011 figures has been produced 
which shows the possible call for funding. This has been prepared with help from Teme Leisure.

It is possible that usage could at maximum be up to 10% of population. This would suggest a 
membership of 500 compared with the 180 that the pool has at present. (we are proposing 25 fitness 
stations which should generate 20 members per station). Although this is not thought to be 
impossible we have been cautious and allowed for a membership of 400. Expenditure has been 
revised upwards to allow for greater staff time and other costs of running the new enlarged centre. 

Initially we have assumed that it will be possible to enlarge the number of members slightly with 
the appointment of a manager who will be able to introduce some of the Swimfit programmes (see 
next section)

For the development programme it has been assumed that after takeover in 2013 it will take a year 
to raise funding at which point the pool will close for up to six months for the new gym and 
facilities to be constructed and fitted out. It is hoped that community shares will help towards match 
funding which the larger funding bodies usually require.

It should be appreciated that over such a period much can change and that some items of 
expenditure can be uncertain.

See Appendix 3  cash flows
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Chapter 10     Developing the Services offered 

Few sports cover the range of activity that swimming does, from splashing about to Olympic 
excellence. This squeezes some aspects of the sport. Formal groups, squad swimmers, masters and 
the like have the advantage of coaching while National and International levels are likely to have a 
full panoply of medical, physio and nutritional help and advice. This doesn't seep down to the lap 
and other fitness swimmers. Yet of all the sports swimming is probably prominent as an activity that 
can be done at almost all ages and all types of physical fitness, before after and during illness and 
by people with physical handicaps. 

Unlike gyms or fitness centres there is little support given to swimming. In a gym there will be an 
initial medical and fitness assessment followed by a programme of exercise and personal or other 
coaching. Nothing of this sort is available for swimming except at the highest level.
The proposal then is to investigate how a complete service of professional help and advice could be 
developed for any regular swimmer regardless of performance and proficiency. 
As already stated a main difference between gyms and pools is that usually a gym will assess the 
fitness of a customer on joining and then suggest a programme of activity. Attendants will act as 
trainers or can advise on a one to one basis. We would want to extend and integrate this to the pool.

The Amateur Swimming Association does have a programme called Swimfit which is designed for 
individual use and we propose that this could be offered immediately by the staff. In addition there 
is the GP Referral programme for people with known health problems. Extending this to help 
people at the onset of illness and through the recovery process would be beneficial.

The overall vision would be to offer the type of coaching and advice that Olympic or club 
swimmers take for granted to the fitness swimmer who would never expect to swim competitively.

For the gym we would aim to put in equipment that is of high quality and orientated to the main 
sports that are found in the area. The Fitness Studio needs to be able to cater for changing demands 
for classes. It will be necessary to research trends in fitness so that appropriate classes can be 
offered.

In summary we intend to tailor programmes of fitness to customers as appropriate. For example for 
some customers and in conjunction with health services we might make home visits to increase 
mobility before a programme of aqua fitness. Other customers might benefit more from regular 
classes, others from gym workouts and others from mixed programmes. 

See Appendix 4 Fitness for older people and Appendix 5 Access.
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Chapter 11                The Way Forward – in the Immediate Short Term

To secure the pool upon transfer from Teme Leisure so that medium plans can be agreed and longer 
term vision be worked towards. 

As the SWOT analysis implies there is a problem of timing. We as a group a sure that it is possible 
to manage an improved leisure centre through the integration of staff and management board. The 
pool staff will need somebody in a management position who can help to drive forward the plans to 
both refurbish the pool and offer the integrated fitness package that is proposed. 

We will also need to arrange for back office services such as wages, procurement, and other 
functions.

Solar Community Cooperative
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 Appendix 1 – Energy Saving Report

This report is an extensive document and available from the Friends of Wem Swimming Centre. 

Marches Energy Report - See separate Document

Appendix 2 - Condition

Condition Survey, see separate document available from Town Council Clerk.

Appendix 3 Financial Cash Flows

To be presented next week.

Appendix 4 Fitness for older people.

Precis of lecture by Bob Laventure at Leisure Industries Week at the NEC, September 2012

Older People and Sport:-

• Older people want to be independent, their big scare is over cognition.  They want to play 
with grandchildren, want to belong. Dance with grand daughter at her wedding. Exercise 
can prevent dementia and give the energy to be a busy person.

• There are gender differences. For women being in a group is a strong motivator. They are 
vulnerable as starters and want to know where do I fit in. 

• Men are more motivated by competition even if against self. They are worried about loosing 
masculinity. Seated boxing! Sliming with no women, gut busters.

• Sitting still for two hours is a risk factor, some can't get up from a chair and stay balanced. 
Some have walking impairment. Need to do strength and balance work at least for 15 
minutes per week. But men can build muscle up to about 80 and both sexes can train into 
90's

• For women the importance of groups means the cafe afterwards.

Motivation:-

• Self efficacy -  I think I should be doing this
• Do other people think I should be doing this
• Can I do this, am I in charge, is it fun.
• Don't make it too difficult.
• Need quick wins, how do I feel.  Do I notice any difference (usually need  8/12 weeks to see 

a difference.)
• Help needs to be tailored to circumstances. may need home visits and telephone contact. 

May need personal attention from staff, but different support for different people. Support 
from significant others. Peers and buddies. 

• The gym needs age friendly facilities, low speed, low resistance, suitable music, a chair to 
sit and rest. Personal attention and social activities like the golf club. An integrated model, 
including brain training, 
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Bob.laventure@ntlworld.com
See UK CMO guidelines 65+

Appendix 5 access for disability 

Article by Patrick Butler, social policy editor in The Guardian, Monday 10 September 2012

Nearly half of the gyms surveyed lacked staff who were trained in disability awareness. 
Photograph: Graham Turner for the Guardian
Many of Britain's gyms, leisure centres and swimming pools are "no-go zones" for disabled people 
and will struggle to cope with an expected surge in interest in fitness activities, following the 
Paralympic games, campaigners have warned.

A crowd-sourced survey of hundreds of gyms across the UK by charity volunteers suggests that 
many local facilities are partially inaccessible, difficult to navigate and expensive to join. Some did 
not have specialist gym equipment and nearly half lacked staff trained in disabilityawareness.

One of the key legacy aims of the Paralympics is to increase participation in sports by Britain's 11 
million disabled people. Just 18% of disabled adults undertake physical activity for more than 30 
minutes a week, compared with 38% of non-disabled adults, according to Sport England.

The success of the Games has raised hopes of a surge in interest in disability sports participation, 
but the survey of gyms and leisure centres, carried out on behalf of the charity Leonard Cheshire 
Disability, found that many facilities are unprepared to capitalise on the potential demand.

The charity said: "Gyms and leisure facilities are a crucial 'first point of entry' to sports and physical 
activity for most adults. Yet for many disabled people they are 'no-go zones'. Inaccessible changing 
rooms, steps, poor staff training and lack of usable sports equipment are some of the common 
barriers that can prevent disabled customers from getting involved."

Guy Parckar, the charity's head of policy, said that while most gyms were "broadly accessible" and 
complied with disability discrimination laws to fit ramps and lifts, many had failed to get right 
small but crucial details. These could make all the difference when it came to attracting or retaining 
disabled customers.

Although most gyms provided disabled parking spaces, for example, the survey found that some 
bays were not wide enough to enable a wheelchair to be unpacked from a car. Parckar said in many 
cases, improvements such as installing easy-to-read signs or colour contrast markings on steps, 
would be relatively inexpensive. It was crucial that gyms sought advice from local disabled people 
on how to improve access, he added.

The survey of 300 UK leisure facilities found that:

• Nearly a third of gyms did not have an automatic door at the entrance to the gym, while some 
were fitted with heavy internal doors that were difficult to open. One survey reporter said he 
watched a wheelchair user forced to open such a door by pushing it with his head.
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• Although many gyms had lifts, just over one in five were not working properly. A common 
problem was that lifts were too small for larger wheelchairs and control buttons were set too high. 
In one case, it was reported that a lift leading to the gym area of a leisure centre did not appear to 
have been working for more than a year.

• A quarter of swimming pools did not have hoists to support disabled people to get into the water, 
while 31% of gyms did not have any fitness equipment that was suitable for disabled people.

The survey, carried out as part of Leonard Cheshire Disability's Exercise Your Right campaign, also 
highlighted instances where gyms provided excellent services to disabled people. Highly rated 
gyms were identified as such, not just because they had accessible buildings or equipment but 
because they practiced good "customer care and management." They also employed staff who were 
trained to be aware of disabled people's needs.

There is a potentially huge appetite for sport and exercise among disabled people, according to a 
separate survey of nearly 1,000 disabled people, carried out this week by Leonard Cheshire 
Disability. It found more than two thirds of respondents said they would like to take part in sport 
more regularly. Although a quarter said they exercised twice a week or more, a third of those 
surveyed said they never took part in sport or exercise.

Some 85% of respondents were not members of gyms or leisure centres. Asked why they did not 
consider joining, more than half said it was too expensive, while 26% said difficulty in accessing 
facilities put them off

Just under half of respondents said the Paralympics had inspired them to get more involved in sport 
or exercise, and 26% thought that the Games would encourage more disabled people to take part. 
But while 89% felt the Games would leave a "positive legacy" overall, just 12% believed it would 
lead to improved accessibility.

David Stalker, chief executive of the Health and Fitness Industry Association, which represents 
more than 3,000 UK gyms and leisure centres, said it was concerned at the findings.

Stalker said the association would be continuing its work with charities to get more disabled people 
active: "We will continue to work with our operator members to go above and beyond the minimum 
requirements to deliver a user friendly environment for all their customers."
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Appendix 6 SWOT Analysis

Strengths:-

High quality of staff
Staff able to self actualise
Swimming pool popular with public
Good levels of attendance
Gym rudimentary yet well used
Pool a sensible size, relatively cheap to maintain
Swimming lessons popular and high quality
Swimming on curriculum for primary schools
High quality of Thomas Adams school, source of many of the staff
Support from Thomas Adams
Support from Teme leisure
Possible offer from Halo?

Weaknesses:-

Not an attractive venture for commercial or semi commercial operators, both of the last two groups 
managing it, Swim With Style and Teme Leisure have not found the returns sufficiently attractive 
for long term commitment.
Pool too small for competitive swimmers, clubs, masters, triathlon
Pool heated by oil, expensive and likely to continue to rise in price
Heating and filtration system old and needing attention
Changing rooms and associated facilities basic and in poor repair
No after swim relaxation, drinks, snacks etc.
No coaching or advice for exercise
No on site strategic management
Staff leaving for career development

Opportunities:-

Large older population in Wem for right fitness development
Younger sports people, footballers etc demand for gym facilities
Grants available for environmentally friendly heating and insulation
Lower heating costs if right equipment fitted
Demand for expanded gym and fitness studio
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Collaboration with other sports and club in immediate area
Potential collaboration with schools
Greater interest in health and fitness
Other people working in Health area for older people.
Olympic legacy

Threats:-

In foreseeable future complex will need subsidy from Town Council
Catastrophic collapse of present heating and distribution system
Inability to find a general manager of right quality
Too many staff leave at once.
Inability to get medical collaboration.
Another Group take over and give up in a couple of years
Appendix 7   Training

We recognise the value of the existing expertise and the importance of training and are committed 
to pursuing excellence in this area. An annual training budget has been identified within the 
business plan to enable the appropriate investment in the staff.  Our approach towards staff training 
will be flexible to ensure maximum impact and will take several forms:

Induction.  This is a compulsory session that all new employees must attend.   This module is 
designed to ensure a minimum standard of service delivery and a full understanding of the operating 
procedures and policies at the centre.

Statutory Skills. These are compulsory training sessions for required skills within each area of the 
service operation, e.g.

National Pool Lifeguard Qualification
First Aid Certification;
Child Protection / Care;
Appropriate Coaching Qualification;

All relevant staff will be required to hold a current and appropriate qualification.

Development training for specific skills. We will consider funding for approved management, 
professional, specialist and IT courses.  This will include training for management staff in business 
skills.

National Vocational Qualifications (NVQ’s). The effective management of internal training and 
assessment will ensure that every member of staff will be trained and qualified to an appropriate 
national standard.  This strategy will form the foundation of internal staff training within the 
organisation.  

                 
Appendix 8

Staffing
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We recognised the Acquired Rights Directive 77/187 and the Transfer of Undertakings (Protection 
of Employment) Regulations 2006.

All operational staff will transfer in accordance with the TUPE regulations with no change 
whatsoever to their job descriptions.  It is not anticipated at this current time the need to change the 
staff structure. However as the organisation develops a new staffing structure may be required in the 
future.

The following key management and support posts are currently in place or are proposed:

Voluntary inputs via the Management Board, guidance with strategic planning, mentoring the Pool 
Manager and staff and liaising with outside bodies.

Pool Manager - Reporting to the Management Board

The pool manager will be expected to work closely with staff and convene weekly meetings to 
discuss and develop policy and practice for the pool. Through this and with the Management Board 
will be expected to develop:

Duties:
Centre development/business planning
Implementation of policy
Marketing and promotions
Development of fitness packages.

Duty Managers – Reporting directly to the Centre Manager
Responsible for ensuring the smooth running of the day-to-day operation of the Centre and areas for 
which they have direct responsibility. To mentor pool attendants and undertake such tasks as are 
agreed at the weekly meeting. 

Duties:
Management of customer database
Marketing / Promotion of centre activities
Organisation of courses & instructors
Organisation of fitness classes & instructors
Relief cover for Duty Managers
Daily staff rotas

Also
Arranging and organizing  staff training and development
Co-ordination and supervision of staff
Monitoring and control of budgets
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Evaluation of Centre performance
Production and presentation of performance reports
Job evaluation
Disciplinary and grievance.
Time sheet / absence recording

Pool Attendants. – Reporting in the first instance to the Duty Manager
Responsible for directly dealing with the public and ensuring that all swimming is supervised and 
the pool complex is cleaned, maintained as directed and available for use.

Financial Control, to be contracted out

Key Tasks:

Preparation and reporting of financial information
Invoice processing
Financial record keeping 
Payroll

October 2012.
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